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(Original release notes)

epilogue

This is my first release and it's a journey through  some of 
the thoughts and experiences I have had in my life up to this 
point. Unfortunately none of the tracks have been m astered 
(i.e. making all the sounds, sound good). The reaso n for this 
is that I have not got the right gear. Hopefully th e tracks 
will sound as good to u as it sounds to me on my ea rphones. ;)

trip the light fantastic

Look past your past
these adventurous undertakings
will define who you are
and prepare you
for the future

to whom it may concern

Life has been an amazing experience so far and I am  very 
grateful for what I have been given. I'd like to th ank all the 
people who contributed to this album, without which  the album 
would not be complete. Thanks to my friends who mak e life so 
much more interesting and my parents, who have done  so much 
for me. And finally, I'd like to thank God, who mad e all of 
this possible.

See ya later.

nightowl

----------

// Track Listing

01. genesis
02. life
03. adventures on planet earth
04. the social effect
05. the quest to find yourself
06. finding serenity on the search for the sundew
07. levitating water trick
08. mechanical dream
09. psychotropic
10. reflection of the universe
11. the legend of the lost bohemian
12. trip the light fantastic
13. the end of the beginning

// Re-release Date
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May 2011 (Originally released November 2004)

// External Sources

Cover designs by nightowl

// Label

Bushmen Records - http://bushmenrecords.co.za/
Release Number - bush22

// License

Licensed under Creative Commons license: Attributio n-
Noncommercial-Share Alike 2.5 South Africa
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